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Name of the Project: “Logo Design with Mathematical Shapes” 

• Formulae used: y = mx + b; y=k; x=k 

• Procedure: 

 I took a logo of a You tuber who explained the working of Desmos 

calculator and pasted it as a base for my work. 

 I used the “y=k” Formula and placed the horizontal lines. 

 I used the “x=k" formula and placed the vertical lines. 

 For the slopes, the “y = mx + b” equations were used to create the lines 

of the triangles. 

 After all the lines have completed, I placed domains for the lines. By 

those domains, the endpoints of the slopes were made. 

 After all the points of ends were connected, I used the same formulas of 

the lines with the “>” and “<” symbols, I created the area, which is given 

by the line and colored the area. 

 for some big equations, I named them I’m by choosing the area 

between them using symbols are you color the area in between. 

 For better appearance I moved the color formulas over the line formulas. 

 At last, I colored the areas with blue and the lines with black. 

Out Come: 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

  



  



 

 

Project: Yin Yang  
• Formula used: Circle Equation 

• Procedure:  

 I took the Yin Ysng picture and placed it for the base of my work. 

 By using circle equation, I created the outer circle of the picture. 

 By using the same equation, the inner circles were made. 

  But for the semi circles the circles created were cut in two halves by 

using the domain. 

 After all the circles were placed, they were coloured, using the “> and <” 

symbols In each of it circle equations and domain. 

 Then I moved the colors over the lines for better appearance. 

 

Out Come: 
 

 





Project: Spiderman 
• Formula used: Circle Equation, Parabola Equation, Ellipse Equation 

 Procedure: 

 To start with, we placed Spiderman picture on the graph as a 

beast of     my work. 

 By using parabola, ellipse and circle equation, The outline of the 

face was made. 

 I then created a folder of equations, for a separate work with eyes. 

 For the eye, two ellipses were cut Using domain and structure was 

formed. 

 I replicated the first drawn high and drawn the second eye. 

 The web structure on the mask was created by circles I never cut 

into shapes using domain. 

 To colour, I took the outer equation s with symbols and please the 

inner equations of eyes and domain. 

 To color the eyes, I used the creations with symbols and external 

outline equations as domain. 

 Then the colour equations were moved under the line equations 

for better appearance. 

 Even folder created for eyes was moved to the top for better 

appearance. 

Out Come: 

 

 



 



  



 

Project: Sunrise 
 Formula used:  

 Procedure: 

 At first, I have created a circular area with a circle equation  

 for the sun. Then coloured it. 

 For the sea I have initiated a sine function and coloured it blue. 

 Both the sun and sea equations contains co-efficient (a,b) , with 

the same coefficients another curve is drawn, this equation named 

T. 

 Both the sun and sea equations depend upon equation T. 

 As the values of equation T are played, the sun and sea move 

along the values of equation T. 

 Thttps://www.desmos.com/calculator/nvhhgtd5n2 

Out Come: 
  



 
  



Project: Tree 
 Formula used: 

 Procedure: 

 At first, an equation of is placed and it is adjusted to form a small 

angle. Then the equation is given domain and cut to a place of 8. 

 A y=k is placed, and a triangle is created. 

 As another two big triangles are created. 

 Then using two x=k equations the stem of the tree is created. 

 By using their equations their areas are coloured. 

 Area of tree is coloured green and stem is coloured brown. 

Out Come: 
  



 


